
ABSTRACT 
A major challenge of volunteer driven organizations is the need to document the impact of volunteer 

efforts and accomplishments. Assessment and documentation are important to the organization, volun
teer administrator(s), clientele, stakeholder groups and volunteers. Determining the impact of volunteer 
programs requires assessing the outcomes in terms of both the project and the growth and development of 
the volunteer. When evaluation is a planned part of program development and goals are determined for 
the impact on the target audience, the community as well as the volunteers, it is possible to truly assess 
the outcomes of the program. 

Evaluating the Impact of Volunteer Programs 
Ken Culp, III, Ph.D. and Martha A. Nall, Ed.D. 

INTRODUCTION 
A major challenge facing volunteer-driven 

organizations is the need to document the 
impact of volunteer efforts and accomplish
ments. Because volunteer administrators 
expend time, money and resources on volun
teer involvement and development, it is 
essential to assess and document the impact 
of volunteer accomplishments as well as to 
justify the expense of volunteer programs 
(Ellis, 1986). Both assessment and documen
tation are of great importance and interest to 
the organization, volunteer administrator(s), 
clientele, stakeholder groups and funders, as 
well as the volunteers themselves. No one 
wants to contribute time, energy or resources 
to something which has no benefit, impact or 
useful outcome. 

One of the most uncreative - and least 
helpful- questions posed to volunteer 
administrators is: "How many volunteers do 
we have and how many hours did they give 

us last year?" (Ellis, 1986). For many volun
teer administrators, documentation consists 
of counting numbers: of volunteers, volunteer 
hours served, program participants and clien
tele reached. However, simply presenting the 
number of hours served without analyzing 
what was accomplished during those hours is 
not worth compiling. One of the problems in 
evaluating volunteer achievement is that cer
tain types of volunteer positions require ser
vices which are described in terms of quality 
rather than quantity such as mentoring, 
counseling and youth development roles. 
(Bradner, 1999). These usually have long
term outcomes that make annual assessment 
of impact impractical. 

The increasing pressure to provide evi
dence of the effectiveness of social programs 
and initiatives has led to a strong focus on 
outcome evaluation. Demonstrating effective
ness and measuring outcomes and impact are 
important and valuable components of vol-
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unteer programs (Curnan & LaCava, 1998). 
Part of the evaluative challenge facing vol

unteer administrators is to move beyond 
counting numbers of volunteers, program 
participants and hours served toward under
standing other aspects of volunteer program 
evaluation. Another challenge facing volun
teer administrators and leadership educators 
lies in helping program coordinators under
stand, interpret and articulate the differences 
between the terminology which is utilized in 
the profession to describe volunteer program 
evaluation as well as to determine the value of 
volunteer efforts. These ter.ms include evalua
tion, program assessment and impact. Finally, 
volunteer administrators need to assess the 
level of evaluation which their organization is 
currently utilizing, as well as determining the 
most appropriate level for the volunteer pro
gram which is being conducted. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of literature will be divided 

into two sections. The first section will focus 
on defining the terms which are often utilized 
in volunteer program evaluation. The second 
section includes a discussion of three different 
program evaluation models. 

Definition of Terms, as defined by 
Neufeldt and Guralnik (1988): 

• Evaluation: 1) to find the value or 
amount; 2) to judge or determine the 
worth or quality; 3) to find the numeric 
value; expressed in numbers; 4) estimate. 

• Assessment: 1) to set an estimate or value; 
2) to estimate or determine the impor
tance or value. 

• Impact: 1) the power of an event or pro
gram; 2) to produce changes, move the 
feelings. 

A comparison of terms finds three key sim
ilarities in the definitions of evaluation and 
assessment. These include the words "value," 
"estimate" and "determine." According to 
Neufeldt & Guralnik (1988), these terms are 
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nearly synonymous. Impact, however, has a 
different meaning. Whereas the definitions of 
evaluation and assessment involve establishing 
relative or immediate worth, or placing or 
estimating the value on a project, activity or 
program, the definition of impact focuses 
upon programmatic strength and the ability 
to produce change. Impact, therefore, is likely 
to involve an assessment or evaluation in the 
future. 

Evaluation consists of gathering informa
tion to determine value and make decisions 
about program effectiveness. Data are often 
collected in order to make immediate pro
grammatic adjustments. This is called process 
evaluation. Collecting data for use in long
term decision-making is called impact evalua
tion. Impact evaluation provides information 
that will assist the volunteer administrator in 
determining the current value or worth of a 
program or activity, as well as making a judg
ment about the power of the program and its 
ability to produce intended changes in the 
target audience-impact. 

EVALUATION MODELS 
Targeting Outcomes of Programs 
(TOP) Model 

Rockwell and Bennett (1999) proposed a 
seven-step model that integrates volunteer 
activities (including volunteers and program 
participants, as well as their level of participa
tion) into a hierarchy of evaluation, assess
ment and impact (see Figure 1.) The data col
lected at each level builds on information 
provided at the previous level of assessment, 
thus providing additional evidence of the pro
gram's effectiveness at each successive level 
(Rennekamp, 1998). The Rockwell and Ben
nett Model is a logic model for collecting evi
dence of program effectiveness leading to 
long-term impact. Data collection becomes 
increasingly difficult and expensive as the 
evaluator moves from assessing resources (the 
lowest level) to determining social, economic 
or environmental conditions that have 
changed over time ( the highest level). 



FIGURE 1. 
Targeting Outcom es of Programs (TOP) Model 

(Rockwell & Bennett , 1999) 

Levels of Program Evaluation 

Reactions 

Participation 

Activities 

Resources 

Resources focus on input s expe nded . 

Resources may include the nu mbe r of volun 

teers who staff th e activ ity, the num ber of 

volunt eer or staff hours contribu ted , the 

number of do llars (either actual or in-ki nd) 

spent , etc. Resources may also includ e edu ca

tional mate rials, commun icat ion costs and 

transpo rtation (Rockwe ll & Benn ett, 1999). 
Activities includ e input s which are done in 

order to engage the voluntee rs and prog ram 

participants (Rockwell & Benn ett , 1999) . 
Activities include edu cat ion al programs, 

events an d activities, workshops, confere nces 

and events, service, etc . Activities mu st be 

linked to KOSA (Know ledge, Op inions, 

Skills and Aspirat ions), Practice and SEEC 

(Social, Eco nomic or Enviro nm ent al Co nd i

tions) in order for a successful evaluat ion to 

be conducted an d for any impact data co be 

gathered . 

Participation, the first output level, focuses 

on the target aud ience, pro gram deliverers as 

well as actua l atte nd ees (Roc kwell & Ben

ne tt , 1999). Sim ply stated, pa rti cipat ion is 

who co mes, who is expected to come and 
who del ivers the program. T his may include 

ind ivid uals, o rganizat ions, fam ilies o r co m
mun ities. 

Reactions are an imm ediate parti cipant 

response to the act ivity (Rockwell & Bennett, 

1999). Reactio ns are ofte n collected quanti ta
tively via a written qu estionn aire or qualita
tively by respondin g either in wr it ing or ver

ba lly to open-ended quest ions. React ions may 
also be collected qu alitat ively by debriefing or 

collectin g feedback at the conclusion of the 

activ ity. T he key in format ion being sought at 
ch is level is "Wh at is the parti cipan t's reaction 
to the activity?" 

KOSA prov ide init ial impac t data (Rock
well & Benn ett, 1999). T his data is collected 

at the conclusion of the act ivity and focuses 
on four key qu estions: 

"As a result of part icipat ing in thi s activi
ty ... 

• what new kno wledge d id th e participan ts 
gain or learn?" 

• what opin ion s d id the pa rticipan ts 
change?" 

• what ski lls did the part icipants develop?" 

• what aspiration s do the pa rti cipant s have?" 

Practices are a mod ification or change in a 

p ract ice in the participant's behavior or 

lifestyle . Pract ices are inter mediate outcomes 
which are dete rmin ed with some type of fol

low- up evaluatio n (Rockwe ll & Bennett, 

1999) . In order to reach the Practices level, 

participan ts mu st maint ain a behaviora l 

change over a per iod of rime. For examp le, if 
a vo lunteer present ed a lesson on healthy 

afte r schoo l snacks to a group of you th, the 
progra m cou ld be evaluated in itially by gath

ering Reactions and measurin g KO SA. 

Assessment of the degree to which the 

youth actu ally bega n choosing healthy snacks , 

i.e., pract icing recomm ended behaviors, can

not be de termin ed at an end-of-meeti ng eval

uation . It requires follow-up measurements 
which allow the youth to have an opportuni 

ty to choose a health y snack, thus indicat ing a 

change of prac tice. Knowi ng and do ing are 
two diffe rent levels. A person may know what 

foods are healthy, bu r may choose less healthy 

alternatives. Assessment at th is level bui lds on 

KOSA and indicates pract ices, a h igher level 
of evaluat ion . 
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Social, Economic or Environmental Condi
tions (SEEC) mu st be both observable and 
measurable and are improv ed as a result of 
having part icipat ed in the activity (Rockwe ll 
& Benn ett, 1999). The se are lon g-term out
comes which impact eithe r social, economic 
or environm ental condition s. The three foci 
of this impact level will no t be obtainable for 
every activity and rarely on an an nual basis. 
How ever, volunteer administrators should 
consider at least on e foci (social, economic or 
environmental) durin g program planning in 
order to arrive at a measurable outcome in 
the future. 

Th e authors expanded the TOP Model 
(Rockw ell & Bennett , 1999) co categorize th e 
type of measurement which can be collected 
at each level and the length of time needed to 
collect che necessary data at each level of pro
gram evaluation. To satisfy the request of an 
increasing number of funders, measureme nt 
at the impact level is necessary. Noc only is 
impact measurement the most time-consum
ing and expensive information to collect and 
docum ent, but it also depends upon the col
lection of inform ation at previous levels (see 
Figure 2.) 

STRATEGY FOR ACCOUNTABILITY: 
Ladewig (1999) described three perfor

man ce measurement categories. T hese three 
categories include relevance, quality and 
accomp lishm ents. Ladewig's performance 

measurem ent categories were further defined 
by Nall (1999 ). 

Relevance includ es the processes used to 
identi fy issues and develop educat ional act ivi
ties. Program relevance would includ e a 
description of the factors which led to the 
identification of the issue or need as well as 

the creat ion of the program or act ivity. 
Describing the target audien ce, involving 
planning groups, creating collaborations, con
ductin g needs assessments, estab lishing priori
ties and project ing outcom es all provid e data 

related to prog ram relevance. Examples of 
measurable program relevance includ e: 
describing the situation which led to needs 
identifi catio n; the specific people or group s 
involved in developing and /o r conductin g the 
edu cational pro gram or activity, and the 

process utilized to develop and impl ement 
the edu cational program or activity (Nall, 
1999.) 

Quality measurements inclu de a variety of 
dat a. These include : 

• Frequency and types of participation of 
target audi ences 

• Importan ce of the educat ional program or 
activity to the participants and stakeholders 

• Ed ucational methods utili zed to deliver 
the edu cationa l act ivity 

• Demographic informat ion about the par

t icipants (includ ing race, gend er, age and 
econom ic status) 

FIGURE 2. 
TOP Model (Rockwell & Bennett,1999) 

LEVELS OF PROGRAM EVALUATION 
TYPE OF TIME FRAME NEEDED 

MEASUREMENT TO COLLECT DATA 

Impact Long-term 

Evaluation 

Evaluation 

Evaluation 

Evaluation 

Evaluation 
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KOSA Initial 

Reactions Initial 

Participation Initial 

Activities Initial 

Resources Initial 



• Level of appropriateness (age, cultural and 
educational) of the educational activities 
for the participants 

• Standards, criteria or goal achievement in 
certification programs or curricula 

• Participant reactions (Nall, 1999). 

Accomplishment measurements provide evi
dence and data which answer the question: 
What difference did this activity make to the 
participants? The accomplishment perfor
mance measurement determines if the partici
pants made behavioral or practice changes. 
Questions to be answered may include: Did 
the public benefit? Was capacity built 
through knowledge gained, skills developed 
or opinions changed?" (Nall, 1999.) 

STAGES OF VOLUNTEER 
PROGRAM EVALUATION: 

Culp (1999) identified four stages of vol
unteer program evaluation (see Figure 3.) 
These four stages included: inputs, outputs, 
outcomes and impacts. As illustrated in Fig
ure 3, the Stages of Volunteer Program Evalu
ation are steps, whereby each build upon the 
previous. 

FIGURE 3: 
Four Stages of Volunteer Program Evaluation 

(Culp, 1999) 
Impacts 

Outcomes 

Outputs 

Input 

Inputs are the initial stage and include 
those resources that are necessary to obtain 
the desired outputs. Examples of inputs 
include: the number of volunteers, the num
ber of hours which the volunteers devoted to 
an activity, the value of the volunteer's time, 
specific volunteer performance, financial and 
curricular educational resources (Culp, 1999). 

Ou-tputs are the second stage of volunteer 
program evaluation and are needed to achieve 
the expected outcome of the activity. Output 

6 

examples include: the numbers and demo
graphic profiles of program participants who 
were reached or served through volunteer 
efforts and the participants efforts which 
result from the programs or activities deliv
ered through volunteers efforts (Culp, 1999). 

Outcomes are the third stage and are the 
output results. Outcomes are necessary in 
order to impact the participants. Examples of 
outcomes include tangible results which are 
expressed in numbers - the number of 
homes built, the amount of food collected for 
a food drive or the dollars realized in salary 
savings as a result of volunteer contributions 
(Culp, 1999). Additional examples of out
comes include the number of homeless peo
ple who received housing and the number of 
pre-cancer cases that were identified through 
cancer-awareness screenmg. 

Impacts constitute the fourth stage of vol
unteer program evaluation. Impacts docu
ment the resulting impact of the program or 
activity upon the participants, the volunteers, 
dientele, stakeholders, community and the 
sponsoring organization. Examples of impacts 
include: the number of homeless people who 
became employed and improved their lifestyle 
and standard of living as a result of receiving 
housing or the number of individuals who 
underwent cancer screening, were diagnosed 
with pre-cancer and began initial treatment 
(Culp, 1999). 

DISCUSSION 
The work of volunteer administrators and 

leadership educators is often multi-faceted. 
Volunteer administrators need to serve the 
needs of clientele and fulfill the mission of 
the volunteer organization. They teach con
cepts related to the task or project such as 
program management, organization and lead
ership development. Volunteer administrators 
provide an opportunity for individuals to 
gain subject matter knowledge and skills nec
essary to reach a goal as well as organization
al/management skills to facilitate a process 
also needed to reach the goal. 
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Volunteer administrators and leadership 
educators develop curriculum and teach top
ics such as: planning, delegation, communica
tion, collaboration, meeting management, 
parliamentary procedure, group decision 
making, critical thinking, active and reflective 
listening, teamwork, group work and dynam
ics, conflict management, community struc
tures and creative thinking. This infinite list 
of topics reflects the knowledge and skills 
needed to serve in various volunteer and lead
ership roles. There is a body of knowledge 
and experiences that lead to skill development 
that the administrator facilitates. This is usu
ally in addition to the subject matter and 
content related to the project or activity. 
Thus, the impact of educational programs 
include what the volunteer knows and does 
(KOSA and Practice) as well as the social, 
economic or environmental conditions that 
are changed (SEEC) as a result of the volun
teer's service (Practice). 

The challenge in determining the impact of 
volunteer programs is in determining what 
happens as a result of the educational pro
gram. Accountability requires that volunteer 
administrators know what happens as a result 
of the professionals' educational efforts and 
what happens as a result of the volunteers' 
efforts. At best, volunteer administrators need 
to determine the accomplishments related to 
their programs. Volunteer administrators may 
know that a volunteer will use the skills and 
knowledge learned from educational efforts 
and later provide service in the community, 
but volunteer administrators cannot always 
document it. 

Volunteer administrators feel the pressure 
to determine the outcomes and impact of vol
unteers who have participated in our pro
grams. Accomplishments described in terms 
of what was taught, who participated and par
ticipant reactions may help volunteer adminis
trators to determine cost effectiveness, appro
priateness of methodology and the degree to 
which target audiences were reached (Ren
nekamp, 1995). However, for many stake-
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holders and program administrators, this is 
considered insufficient. Most want additional 
information related to knowledge gained, 
practices changed and social, economic or 
environmental conditions that are changed as 
a result of the volunteer administrator's efforts. 
To truly evaluate the program and determine 
impact, higher level data is required. 

The Rockwell and Bennett hierarchy 
(1999) is a model for targeting outcomes of 
programs and has been adapted as a program 
development model used in planning and 
evaluating programs. Data may be collected 
at each level of the hierarchy. The data col
lected at the KOSA level provides stakehold
ers some evidence of impact and is a "stair 
step" to determining practice change (Rock
well & Bennett). As volunteer administrators 
work toward assessing impact at the SEEC 
level, the resources that are necessary in order 
to collect data and determine impact also 
increase. As the hierarchy is ascended, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to identify pro
gram outcomes that directly result from edu
cational efforts. Because of the time lag 
required to determine practice changes and 
SEEC outcomes, it is difficult to separate 
program impacts from other sources of 
change. 

See Appendix for examples of data at each 
level for three types of volunteer development 
efforts: a series of workshops, a day camp and 
an advisory council. 

GETTING TO IMPACT 
If measurable goals and objectives are artic

ulated for the volunteer leadership program 
in the beginning, it will obviously be possible 
to ask whether these have been met (Ellis, 
1986). Determining impact begins with the 
planning process. In order for any program 
evaluation or assessment to be effective, the 
initial step must be an identification of mea
surable goals and objectives. If it is important 
to know what the participants learned, the 
volunteer administrator must determine what 
is to be taught. This determination must be 



APPENDIX 

Examples of Data Gathered DuringProgram Evaluation 

Targeting Outcomes Four Stages of Workshop Series 
of Programs Model Program 
Rockwell & Bennett Evaluation 
(1999) Culp (1999) 

Social, Economic Impacts One year later, 
or Environmental seven of the partici-
Conditions pants reported 
(SEEC) being elected to of-

fice (for the first 
time) in a church or 
civic group or com-
munity club. 

Practice Change Impacts Three individuals 
teamed up to teach 
parliamentary pro-
cedure to civic 
groups and school 
clubs. 

Knowledge, Outcomes Following the par-
Opinions, Skills liamentary proce-
& Aspirations dure workshop, all 
(KOSA) participants could 

correctly sequence 
agenda items as 
well as make and 
amend a motion. 

Reactions Outcomes Following each 
workshop, partici-
pants indicated that 
the material was 
helpful 

Participation Outputs 25 people partici-
pated in each of the 
four workshops. 

Activities Inputs A series of four 
workshops were 
held to teach skills. 

Resources Inputs 14 staff days went 
into planning the 
event. 
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Day Camp Advisory Council 

After 12 months, After six months, 
the school recycling council meetings 
project reduced the (which formerly 
amount of trash in had lasted over 
the county landfill three hours} were 
by 3,000 cubic concluded in 90 
yards and raised minutes. 
$1,400 from the 
sale of recycled 
aluminum. 

12 youth organized All council mem-
a school-wide recy- bers were observed 
cling project. using active listen-

ing techniques of 
restating, clarifying 
and questioning to 
improve communi-
cation within the 
council. 

All youth were able Following each 
to group different mini-lesson, council 
categories of recy- members were 
clables and differ- asked to identify 
entiate between three things they 
non-recyclables. planned to do to 

improve communi-
cation. 

The youth all said Council members 
they enjoyed the reported that they 
environmental day liked the mini-
camp and would lessons and 
start recycling at learned a lot. 
home. 

30 youth partici- 15 council mem-
pated in the envi- bers were present 
ronmental day for all 12 lessons 
camp. and another 1 0 

were present for 
7 - 9 lessons. 

An environmental One mini-lesson 
day camp was uti- was taught each 
lized to teach youth month for a year to 
how to recycle. achieve educational 

goals. 

A $5,000 grant pro- 12 mini-lessons 
vided resources to each required two 
teach recycling. hours of planning 

and preparation. 
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done as a part of program planning. Writing 
goals and objectives is not a new or unfamil
iar activity for most volunteer administrators. 

What is new, however, is that volunteer 
administrators must write plans, set goals and 
determine objectives with the end result (out
come) in mind. Using the KOSA, Practice 
Change and SEEC levels in program plan
ning provides a framework for determining 
program outcomes. If participants learn this 
concept or develop these skills, they can make 
these changes in what they do. If participants 
change behavioral practices, then these 
changes in social, economic and environmen
tal conditions) may result. 

All three models of evaluation share some 
similarities. Each model provides a vehicle to 
reach and begin measuring impacts. Although 
the vehicle names are different, their destina
tion is similar, whether they are called KOSA, 
Practice or SEEC (Rockwell & Bennett, 
1999); Accomplishments (Ladewig, 1999); 
or Outcomes and Impacts (Culp, 1999). To 
measure any impact, volunteer administrators 
must begin with determining what knowl
edge was gained or which skills, opinions or 
aspirations were developed. 

The failure to specifically articulate goals 
for the project (content) as well as the indi
vidual's growth and development severely 
limits the potential of any evaluation or 
assessment activity or impact determination. 
Volunteer administrators often focus on the 
outcomes of the project rather than focusing 
on the long-, intermediate- or short-term 
benefit to the program participants. The 
authors suggest that volunteer administrators 
plan for the long-term impact upon both the 
program participants as well as the volunteers 
who deliver the program or activity. 

Evaluating volunteer leadership program 
effectiveness is dependent upon the identifi
cation of goals that clearly articulate a benefit 
to the volunteers who deliver the activities to 
the program participants. In most cases, the 
volunteers themselves are not identified as an 
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audience. Rather, the volunteers are seen 
largely as a vehicle by which services, activi
ties, educational programs or subject matter 
are delivered to a target audience. 

To effectively assess the impact of volun
teer leadership education, assessment must 
exist on two planes. The impact of the pro
gram, service or activity on the target audi
ence as well as the impact upon the volunteer. 
Volunteer leadership development should not 
happen by accident. Goals and objectives 
related to the growth and development of the 
volunteer should be dearly articulated in the 
planning process. While it is certainly impor
tant to evaluate the outcome of the activity 
and its impact upon the target audience, it is 
equally important to plan for and assess the 
benefit to the volunteer. For volunteer 
administrators who plan for and measure the 
benefits upon both audiences, the impact of a 
single activity can be doubled! 

Effective volunteer administrators should 
make an effort to develop knowledge and 
skills in those volunteers who deliver educa
tional activities. An assessment of both the 
activity ("How well did the activity achieve its 
goals with the target audience?") as well as 
the impact of the activity upon the volunteers 
who delivered it to the target audience 
("Through this experience and the training 
provided by the professional, what knowledge 
was gained, what skills were developed, or 
what practices were implemented by the vol
unteers?") must be conducted. 

This constitutes a key difference between 
volunteer development and volunteer manage
ment. In volunteer development, volunteer 
administrators consider and plan for the 
growth and development of the volunteers 
who participate in and deliver activities or 
programs. Conversely, volunteer managers 
utilize volunteers to deliver programs to target 
audiences and often fail to plan or evaluate 
the benefit that the volunteers themselves 
might gain. 



IMPLICATIONS 
1. The impact of the educational activity 

upon volunteers becomes an intentional, 
planned component of programs. Antici
pated impacts are clearly articulated dur
ing the planning process. 

2. Volunteer administrators should focus on 
evaluating the impact of a volunteer edu
cation program while developing annual 
program plans or goals. 

3. Effective program evaluation is ongoing 
and continuous, consisting of multiple 
assessments. Long-term impact requires 
long-term measurements. 

4. Each volunteer administrator must realize 
that impact is not measured only in terms 
of quantity or numbers only, but rather in 
the long-term benefit or impact. 

To effectively evaluate the impact of volun
teer programs, multiple assessments will be 
needed. Additionally, volunteer administra
tors will double their evaluative information 
if they measure the impact of the educational 
program or activity on those volunteers who 
deliver it as well as on the program partici
pants themselves. Finally, volunteer adminis
trators who consistently measure the impact 
of their programs on the volunteers who 
deliver it in addition to the impact of the 
activity or the benefit to the program partici
pants will have engaged in the business of 
developing as opposed to simply managing 
volunteers. Over time, volunteer development 
should improve both volunteer retention rates 
as well as program effectiveness. 
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